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>> nowadays, you need comprehensive, expert knowledge in order to produce 
and supply products in accordance with the law. the number of systems, 
machines, and areas which require safety assessments and must comply 
with special standards for a wide range of legislative objectives increases year 
on year. as a result, there's no safe place to hide when it comes to safety. 
the meaning of safety and conformity is subject to constant change and 
development. in a worst case scenario, serious accidents and major damage 
can result in legislative action. however positive innovations such as the safety 
light curtain, invented by SiCk and introduced for the first time in 1952, or the 
first safety laser scanner, launched by SiCk in 1993, lead to progress while at 
the same time increasing safety standards and productivity.

in the 1950s and 1960s, standards mainly focused on measures for protecting 
employees from physical harm, for example by using optical protective devices 
to prevent injury on presses or revised explosion protection standards. Over 
the course of the following years, the requirements continued to increase, 
including in other production areas: in environmental protection through 
regulations for compliance with pollution limits, in building automation or 
logistics, where sensors from SiCk help companies to comply with new 
regulations for safe shipping, for example.

Safety is much more than a product. as individual system components 
become increasingly interlinked, safety takes on a whole new dimension: 
safe investment. here, collaboration with competent experts such as SiCk 
helps with planning, commissioning, and maintenance. this goes beyond 
consideration of the applicable standards and regulations. For the system to 
remain safe in the future, upcoming standards must be taken into account and 
the selected products must also comply with forthcoming regulations in other 
countries. this level of safety can only be achieved with a partner who will still 
be there for you tomorrow, who boasts extensive expertise in technology and 
standards, a certain company size, global presence, and economic solidity 
- after all, many capital goods require expansion, conversion, and servicing 
even decades after they were initially planned.

the continuous development of legal requirements poses a particular 
challenge for those responsible for safety within a company. Compliance with 
safety regulations is ever more strictly monitored worldwide while the risk of 
personal liability in the event of errors made during planning and maintenance 
continues to rise. this risk can be reduced by collaborating with safety experts 
from SiCk right from planning stage and as part of a regular factory and 
system inspection to meet changing legal requirements.

Finally, in addition to safer and cleaner production, using intelligent technology 
to protect machines and people or to prevent emissions also creates 
competitive advantages thanks to more efficient processes and a reduction 
in downtime. investments therefore provide benefits on a range of levels 
for those that turn to SiCk to ensure safety in their production processes, 
including when it comes to their bottom line.

this issue of the customer magazine will give you an overview of the many 
aspects of safety that arise in production and logistics.

Hazardous area protection at Continental
A flexible system for hazardous area 
protection on tire curing presses ensures 
optimum safety. 
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theRe aRe many aSpeCtS  tO SaFety

safetyPLUS®

Combining safety and productivity. 
interview with dr. Georg plasberg.
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hazaRdOUS aRea pROteCtiOn FOR  
tiRe CURinG pReSSeS at COntinental

eFFiCient and SaFe –  
thROUGhOUt the entiRe wORld
a flexible system for hazardous area protection on tire curing 
presses ensures optimum safety, efficiency, and ergonomics for 
the tire manufacturer Continental. at up to 16 sites worldwide.
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>> tire manufacturing is a complex 
process that places high demands on 
quality and safety. highly efficient and 
highly flexible production is essential in 
order to meet market requirements for 
quality and price. the challenge is to 
make production machines safer and 
increase production quality under harsh 
environmental conditions. this also ap-
plies to tire curing presses which give 
car tires their final shape. Green tires, 
which consist of several layers of rubber, 
are pressed into their final shape under 
pressure. the tread pattern, manufac-
turer's sidewall lettering, and legally re-
quired information are impressed onto 
the tire. during this process, the tires are 
vulcanized at temperatures over 150°C. 
depending on the size of the tires, this 
process takes between 12 and 25 min-
utes, longer for larger tires. One worker 
is often responsible for operating several 
tire curing presses simultaneously.

increased safety on  
tire curing presses worldwide 
as part of an international project, Con-
tinental is working with experts from 
SiCk to improve safety on its tire curing 
presses, which are in use at 16 locations 
around the world. the main aim of the 
project is to equip the presses with a uni-
form, global safety concept while achiev-
ing optimum ergonomics and flexibility.

the starting point for the project at 
Continental was a comprehensive risk 
assessment carried out on a range of 
typical tire curing presses. Right from the 
start, Continental worked with an inter-
national team to increase acceptance 
of the solution throughout the entire 
company. employees from SiCk Safety 
Services also carried out an external risk 
assessment. this provided Continental 
with a second opinion and verified their 
own findings.

Safety concept based on a risk 
assessment
these comprehensive findings were 
then used to create a safety concept. 
this took into account all the mechanical 
risks at the front of the press as well as 
those at the sides, rear, and underneath. 
the safety concept, along with its 
requirements for the implementation 
of the safety solutions is now the basis 
for the global rollout. For example, to 
provide protection at the side and rear 
of the presses, different options such as 
safety light curtains and safety doors or 
barriers with safety switches can be used. 
Under the press, physical guards are 
used. at the front of the press, where the 
workers operate the press and the most 
important hazardous area protection is 
required, safety laser scanners are the 
most appropriate means of protection.

“more than just sensors” 
Using this as a basis, Continental car-
ried out a comparison of different safety 
providers. in doing so, the tire manufac-
turer's engineers took into account more 
than just the safety components. they 
also considered the suppliers' quotes 
for project support, globally available 
and certified safety services as well as 
other services and additional knowledge 
for providing support during the imple-
mentation and rollout of the project. this  
included the creation of electrical docu-
mentation, commissioning, and the 
critical final safety acceptance of the 
machine in each country. the result? 
Continental opted to use products and 
services from SiCk for this project. 

laser scanners monitor four protective 
fields simultaneously
alongside high safety requirements, 
efficiency and the approval of the 
machine operators are crucial 

with a turnover of 32.7 billion euros in 2012, Continental is among the leading 
automobile suppliers worldwide. as a supplier of brake systems, systems 
and components for powertrains and chassis, instrumentation, infotainment 
solutions, vehicle electronics, tires and technical elastomers, Continental 
contributes to enhanced driving safety and global climate protection. Continental 
is also an expert partner in networked automobile communication.

as part of the Continental Group and with more than 42,000 employees, 
the tire division achieved a turnover of more than 9.7 billion euros in 2012. 
today, the tire division has 22 production and development locations worldwide. 

about Continental
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for Continental. a high level of flexibility 
when operating neighboring machines 
and best use of available space were 
key factors for this application. the 
integration of all a machine's safety 
components with short shutdown times 
and quick commissioning were also 
important.
SiCk set to work on these requirements 
and developed what was then a unique 

solution for Continental. the S3000 safe-
ty laser scanner and the Flexi Soft safety 
controller from SiCk can now monitor up 
to four protective fields at the same time. 
this is possible thanks to the flexibility of 
the S3000 combined with the experi-
ence of the developers at SiCk.

Just one safety laser scanner  
covers up to four protective fields simul-
taneously, i.e., without protective field 

switchover and thus without additional 
response times and without unnecessar-
ily shutting down neighboring machines. 
this means that four dangerous move-
ments, either from a machine or from 
neighboring system parts, can be cov-
ered. this ensures maximum flexibility 
when operating adjacent machines and 
production processes – with minimum 
hardware requirements.

“the safety of the tire curing presses is very important 
to us. which is why we need a partner that we can 

rely on to deliver the necessary services and machine 
acceptance processes throughout the world.”

Timo Kuss, Global Project Manager and Plant Engineering Manager at  
Continental Aachen, Germany
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Find out more about this 
customer at:
www.conti-online.com

Simultaneous monitoring: quicker and 
safer than sequential switching of 
protective fields
in contrast to sequential switching of 
individual protective fields, no switchover 
and sequential evaluation is necessary 
for monitoring simultaneous protective 
fields with the S3000 safety laser 
scanner. as a result, the response time 
is several times faster than that of other 
safety laser scanners on the market 
in compatible system configurations. 
Smaller and therefore more space-
efficient protective fields can therefore 
be designed. the safety laser scanner 
reports everything that the S3000 
detects during a scan directly to the 
Flexi Soft safety controller. here, cut-off 
paths and the cut-off behavior can be 
configured easily. 

SiCk supports Continental during 
global rollout
even the best safety concept is worthless 
if incorrectly implemented. and it was 

Extremely flexible when operating 
neighboring machines and makes best use 
of the available space. The S3000 safety 
laser scanner and the Flexi Soft safety 
controller simultaneously monitor up to four 
protective fields on the tire curing press.

precisely the implementation, together 
with a high level of global operational 
safety, which was crucial for Continental 
right from the start. “the safety of the tire 
curing presses is very important to us,” 
emphasizes timo kuss, Global project 
manager and plant engineering manager 
at Continental in aachen, Germany. 
“which is why we need a partner that 
we can rely on to deliver the necessary 
services and machine acceptance 
processes throughout the world.” SiCk 
is currently supporting the simultaneous 
rollout of the safety concept step by 
step in up to 16 countries worldwide. 
this involves on-site kick-off meetings 
and supplementary risk assessments 
at the respective production sites 
to identify specific regional safety 
risks, along with support during the 
implementation of pilot projects, supply 
of essential safety components, safety 
system commissioning, and finally the 
safety acceptance according to the 
specification. this is taken care of by 

certified safety specialists from SiCk who 
are on hand on site around the world.
and that's not all: implementing and 
reliably operating the safety concept 
means that comprehensive documenta-
tion is required. SiCk also has the drive 
and skills to assist in this regard. the 
SiCk team are drawing up operating  
instructions for the safety aspect of the 
tire curing presses and creating main-
tenance instructions – in the relevant  
languages. Safety and efficiency 
throughout the world – that's the shared 
vision of Continental and SiCk.
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inteRview with dR. GeORG plaSbeRG

safetyplUS®: COmbininG SaFety 
and pROdUCtivity
what does safetyplUS® mean for SiCk's customers? what 
international developments are taking place in the field 
of machine safety and how is SiCk responding to them? 
SiCkinsight spoke to dr. Georg plasberg, head of the “industrial 
Safety Systems” division.
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opto-electronic protective devices, and 
safe control solutions, including motion 
Control safety controllers, provides our 
customers with all the components they 
need in a wide range of versions suitable 
for different applications. 

SICKinsight: is it only large global compa-
nies, such as Continental, which benefit 
from safetyplUS®?

Dr. Plasberg: many small machine build-
ing companies rely on advice and exter-
nal safety expertise, as they focus on 
their core area of knowledge, the auto-
mation functions. the heads of these 
companies also want to sleep soundly so 
they send their employees to seminars 
and workshops. SiCk shares its knowl-
edge and experience with over 3,000 
participants at these events each year. 
For example, our “Six steps to a safe 
machine” guidelines are a practical ref-
erence for all machine builders. these 
guidelines have been one of the most 
popular SiCk publications for a number 
of years. these are continually updated 
as can be seen from the latest edition. 

“Six steps to a safe machine” 
Guideline Safe machinery:
www.sick-safetyplus.com

SICKinsight: what do you think of inter-
national developments in the area of  
machine safety?

Dr. Plasberg: we keep an eye on sig-
nificant developments in the industry to 
increase efficiency and flexibility for ma-
chines and systems and the accompany-
ing more stringent requirements of our 
customers, which we support with cor-
responding safety concepts. at the same 
time, increasing international regula-
tions are arising in relation to the safety 
of machines and systems to protect 
workers. in brazil, for example, the nR12 
has come into effect as a type of ma-
chinery directive while in China, binding 
stand ards exist and are arising for ma-
chine operators and manufacturers with 
ever increasing frequency. europe, in 
particular Germany, continues to be the 
leader in the area of functional safety. 

SICKinsight: dr. plasberg – what does 
the “plUS” in safetyplUS® mean for 
SiCk's customers?

Dr. Plasberg: safetyplUS® stands for 
the comprehensive services that SiCk 
provides in relation to all aspects of 
machine safety. plus stands for the ex-
tensive support that we provide for our 
customers in regard to the functional 
safety of their machines and systems. 
For example, global advice, on hand 
knowledge, a simplified engineering pro-
cess, and above all, support aimed at in-
creasing the production efficiency of our 
customers. in short: safetyplUS® creates 
safety – in terms of legal safeguards and 
functional safety – as an individual add-
ed benefit for our customers. Our aim is 
to provide optimum support to our cus-
tomers, wherever they are in the world, 
from development of the machine, com-
missioning and use, to retrofitting and 
modernization.

SICKinsight: how is SiCk able to do this?

Dr. Plasberg: SiCk is directly represented 
by a worldwide network of 140 safety ex-
perts in over 80 countries. we have con-
sistently expanded our portfolio in recent 
years so that we are able to offer the right 
services and solutions for both simple 
and complex safety issues. Our product 
portfolio which features safety switches, 

“SiCk employs over 140 safety experts worldwide. 
Our local knowledge sets us apart from many other 

large machine safety providers.”
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SICKinsight: how does SiCk react to this  
type of global challenge?

Dr. Plasberg: the challenge is to active-
ly help to shape this progress. it is im-
portant to us and our customers, that 
our solutions meet worldwide require-
ments, technically, legally, and in terms 
of standards. to do this, SiCk devotes 
considerable resources to research and 
development and we play an active role 
in around 65 standards committees with 
18 representatives.

SICKinsight: there are also noticeable 
developments in machine safety require-
ments outside of europe. how does SiCk 
meet the requirements in new markets? 

Dr. Plasberg: as already mentioned, 
transparency in the development of reg-
ulations is a basic requirement. at the 
same time, we provide our sales orga-
nization with a training program which 
is tailored to the region so that they are 

able to advise customers and develop 
individual solutions. these are impor-
tant steps in providing competent global 
support. Our customers benefit from 
our global presence, for example, if they 
operate globally distributed production 
sites or export their machines to other 
countries.

SICKinsight: does this mean that all 
SiCk's sales employees are safety 
experts?

Dr. Plasberg: due to the size of the SiCk 
portfolio, the wide range of technologies, 
and the variety of applications, this is 
simply not possible. however, each sales 
employee possesses a firm understand-
ing of all our products and the most com-
mon applications. Our training and tools 
enable sales to ask customers questions 
which will allow them to quickly find the 
right solution or to provide our experts 
with the information they need to find 
a solution. 

SICKinsight: where are the 140 safety 
experts you mentioned based?

Dr. Plasberg: in our subsidiaries around 
the world and in our competence centers 
in europe, asia, and north and South 
america. Our on-site knowledge sets us 
apart from many other large machine 
safety providers. 

SICKinsight: Can customers also find the 
right safety solution themselves? 

Dr. Plasberg: we try to guide customers 
toward a technical protective device 
which meets their requirements. many 
of our customers carry out important 
preliminary work, such as a risk analysis, 
themselves. however, this can also be 
performed by SiCk. we developed our 
“Safety tasks” for use as guidance. 
these show application descriptions and 
are used interactively and in print as a 
graphical aid or guide. the customer 
is able to rapidly identify their 
application and is directed to product 
recommendations. 
Our “Six steps to a safe machine” guide-
lines are ideal for gaining the necessary 

From the safety application to the so-
lution: the safety solution assistant:
www.sick-safetyplus.com

“safetyplUS® stands for safety as an added value:  
in terms of legal safeguards and functional safety.“
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Safety knowledge:  
whitepaper and technical articles on 
current topics: 
www.sick-safetyplus.com

you can find useful tools and downloads at www.mysick.com. the most 
important links can be found directly under each individual product in our 
product finder. and you can also find the following in the application, literature, 
connection diagram, software, and service finders:
  Operating instructions in several languages
  declarations of Conformity
  product information 
  application manuals
   Configuration software for setting device functions and for implementing 
the safety function
  SiStema library for safety parameters
  Connection diagrams
  dimensional drawings
  tutorials with configuration and installation notes
  eplan macros 
  Cad dimensional models for system and machine construction

tools and downloads

knowledge or for explanations of spe-
cial terms and functions. Our website 
also contains white papers which explain 
technical matters. 

and persons hasn't taken root, in some 
cases because the technology is not 
available. and it's here that we have 
identified starting points for future 
developments. another strategic focus, 
as already mentioned, is to make it 
easier for our customers to ensure their 
machines are safe. the first results 
should be available in 2014. i don't want 
to give away any more at this point. in the 
future, SiCk will continue to live up to its 

role as one of the leading innovators in 
the field of functional security.

SICKinsight: we look forward to it! thank 
you for talking to us, dr. plasberg. 

SICKinsight: and what issues will SiCk 
focus on next in product development? 

Dr. Plasberg: Simplification of safety 
engineering, efficient commissioning of 
safety functions, and intelligent support 
of our customers' production processes 
are at the top of our priority list. this will 
minimize sources of error and prevent 
options for manipulation. this means 
we are making products and tools 
that are increasingly intelligent, which 
provide a simple interface for users or 
to customers' systems. in this way, we 
are also meeting the requirements for 
increasingly complex applications with a 
high level of interaction between safety 
and automation technology. 

SICKinsight: Can you name a few 
examples? 

Dr. Plasberg: a current example is our 
v300 safety camera system, which can 
independently teach-in the protective 
field or the automatic scanning range 
setting of our new generation of detec 
safety light curtains. there's also our 
S3000 laser scanner with direct and 
safe pROFinet interface or the Flexi 
loop safe sensor cascade, where safety 
and diagnostics operate via a cable and 
standard sensors are connected. we 
will soon be making a tool available at 
www.sick-safetyplus.com which allows 
customers to easily calculate the mini-
mum distance for our opto-electronic 
protective devices in customer systems.

SICKinsight: and how will development 
progress? 

Dr. Plasberg: we still see a lot of 
industrial and commercial areas where 
the necessary protection for systems 

more information:
www.sick-safetyplus.com
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>> with the plS from SiCk, safety  
laser scanners for stationary and mobile 
machine protection have enjoyed un-
precedented success for over 20 years. 
thanks to over two decades of experi-
ence, SiCk can look back at numerous 
successful application solutions using 
safety laser scanners. and it is this ex-
perience that has helped SiCk to com-
bine safety and productivity, resulting in 
the S300 mini, S300, and S3000 prod-
uct families from the current “Scanner 
plus!” generation from SiCk. 

Scanner plus:  
a plus for scanning range 
S300 and S300 mini boast easy 
integration thanks to their compact 
design with a protective field range of up 
to three meters. if greater range is what 
you need, then its big brother, the S3000, 
offers unrivaled performance. this 
safety laser scanner offers a maximum 

protective field range of seven meters –  
a feat which remains a first for a safety-
certified scanner. it allows areas of over 
80 m² to be protected with just one 
S3000, saving users money as they don't 
need to invest in a second device. when 
it comes to mobile applications, the wide 
scanning range allows high speeds to 
be achieved as the scanner scans far 
enough in advance to initiate braking in 
good time in the event of danger. 

Scanner plus:  
a plus for functionality
Refined functions ensure that employees 
are protected and the manufacturing 
process is not affected. the safety laser 
scanners from SiCk offer sophisticated 
monitoring: the monitored area can be 
adjusted during operation with the field 
set switch-over. therefore, machine 
and transport processes essentially 
run continuously and only stop when 

absolutely necessary. in addition to 
these established functions, SiCk is 
constantly developing new features, 
such as the recent Sim-4-Safety function 
which enables up to four protective 
fields to be monitored and evaluated 
at the same time, without the need for 
protective field switch-over. 

Scanner plus:  
a plus for networking
many successful application solutions 
in key industries such as automobile 
or intralogistics have shown that a 
single safety laser scanner is often not 
enough. as a result, networking safety 
laser scanners together and with the 
Flexi Soft safety controller is becoming 
increasingly important. Central configu-
ration and diagnostics, a reduction in 
the amount of wiring required, and an 
increased function range all provide 
considerable benefits to the user during 
commissioning and operation of the sys-
tem. Complete 360° all-round protection 
of autonomous vehicles or automated 
guided systems is just one of a number 
of examples. with the S3000 pROFinet 
iO, SiCk stays on top of another trend: 
direct integration of safety components 
into common fieldbus systems. 

with the first safety light curtain ready for production in 1952, erwin Sick laid more 
than the foundation for SiCk aG as we know it today, he also paved the way for modern 
accident prevention and protection of people: the first solution to be successfully 
launched on the market for protecting machine operators from dangerous situations. 
Since then, SiCk has stood for safety in automation: with the widest portfolio of opto-
electronic protective devices, which is always focused on the needs of its customers. 
this is the recipe for success for market and technology leader SiCk. 

FROm plS tO Scanner plus!

SaFe FROm expeRienCe

Static safety light curtain with 
concave mirror

S3000: extremely powerful and 
reliable - remains a milestone to 
this day

plS: the first safety laser scanner 
based on the time-of-flight pulse 
principle

S300: a compact  
development

1952 1993 20062003
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S300 and S300 mini 
safeguard warehouse shuttles
the StillpalletShuttle is a semi-
automatic storage and retrieval system 
consisting of a shuttle and a multi-level 
storage rack with channels. it optimizes 
the use of storage space and increases 
the pallet turnover as well as the 
throughput performance. the S300 
safety laser scanner from SiCk is the 
key component of this extensive vehicle 
safety concept.

the compact design of the S300 
laser scanner was the crucial factor as 
the height of the vehicle platforms is 
just 191 mm, although this was not the 
only factor: the safety laser scanner also 
saves electricity and supports the energy 
supply concept of the StillpalletShuttles 
that is designed for long operating times 
without the need for recharging. 

the StillpalletShuttles achieve 
maximum availability by distinguishing 
between different types of obstacles. 
this is made possible by an array of non-
contact protective functions: if the S300 
detects a potential obstacle, the shuttle 
reduces its speed dynamically down 
to a crawling speed of 0.1 m/s. if the 
emergency stop shutdown board on the 
shuttle gently touches the obstacle dur-
ing further travel, it will trigger the emer-
gency stop – i.e., only if the obstacle gen-
uinely makes further travel impossible. 

Find out more about these 
applications at:
www.sickinsight-online.com
more information:
www.sick.com/scanner-plus

S3000 pROFinet iO for the  
protection of hazardous areas 
in the automobile industry
Safety laser scanners from the S3000 
product family by SiCk have been intro-
duced by bmw as its standard solution 
and are currently in operation at its lo-
cations throughout the world. a variety 
of laser scanners are used for car body 
production at their plant in Regensburg, 
Germany, e.g., as presence detection 
in welding robot cells. directly incorpo-
rating S3000 pROFinet iO safety laser 
scanners into the production network 
provides bmw with a host of different 
benefits, which include complete and 
continuous integration of field devices. 
Switching modules and sub-distribution 
boards are no longer required as the 
S3000 pROFinet iO devices feature 
two integrated RJ45 ports with switch-

ing functionality. another advantage is 
the considerable reduction in the cabling 
work necessary, as all data transmis-
sions take place via a single medium in 
the same physical network.

the deciding factor when it comes 
to system throughput and productivity is 
the user's ability to directly communicate 
with the sensors in the field from a 
central location – whether they want to 
carry out diagnostics or maintenance, 
or deal with a fault. because all sensor 
status information can be retrieved 
via the central automation system, 
remote diagnostics are possible at any 
given time. the pROFinet integration of 
SiCk's safety laser scanners also makes 
it possible to integrate the sensors in 
preventative maintenance concepts. 
the overall sum of benefits offered by 
the S3000 pROFinet iO has helped 
make it the standard for bmw car body 
production worldwide.

Remote diagnostics possible at any given 
time: S3000 PROFINET IO in use 

S300 mini: maximum 
safety in mini format

S300: a compact  
development

Scanner plus: more range, practical 
functions, easy solutions
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>> three trends can be seen when it 
comes to safety controller solutions: 
it should be possible to safely network 
machine elements with ease. in addition, 
cost-effective solutions for integrating 
safe switches and sensors into a 
machine module are in demand. and it 
should also be possible to integrate non-
safety related devices at a reasonable 
cost. Flexi Soft fulfills this requirement 
and even increases the flexibility of safe 
control technology.

Flexi line: combining flexibility with 
efficiency 
Flexi line is revolutionizing the safety-
related implementation of modular 
machine concepts: up to 32 safety 
stations with Flexi Soft main modules 
can be safely networked with ease via 
their integrated Flexi line interfaces, thus 
linking and mapping safety functions 
across several machines. and this is 
possible between two Flexi Soft stations 

Flexi Soft SaFety COntROlleR

CleveRly inCORpORatinG 
advantaGeS 

the full potential of opto-electronic protective devices can only be reached with 
intelligent controllers. Since 2008, Flexi Soft from SiCk has been one of the best-
selling safety controllers in industrial safety technology: it's simple to program via 
software, easy to use, and versatile thanks to modular expansion options. Flexi Soft is 
the ideal solution for many machines with its compact design and network connection 
and it has an impressive track record in a wide variety of applications. as part of its 
latest efforts to develop Flexi Soft, SiCk's particular area of concentration has been 
safety solutions that not only use efficient technology, but are also cost-effective.

even at distances up to 1,000 m. this 
allows individual system modules to be 
commissioned according to an individual 
configuration or the on site setup or 
for individual machine elements to be 
integrated at a later point.

the entire configuration process is 
quick and easy: the process image – with 
a data width of up to 96 bits – only has 
to be defined once for the whole system. 
information is only communicated to 
the neighboring station(s) or to the 
whole system. the distinction makes 
communication more efficient and thus 
reduces response times. yet another 
key benefit: communication works 
without addressing via “neighborhood 
detection”.

Flexi loop: cascading safety switches 
and sensors up to pl e
the remote Flexi loop integration con-
cept from SiCk meets the need for cost-
effective cascading of safety switches 

and sensors within a machine, along 
with comprehensive diagnostics options, 
and all while maintaining performance 
level pl e. as part of a Flexi Soft control 
solution, Flexi loop allows you to connect 
and individually diagnose up to eight sen-
sor cascades with up to 32 dual-channel 
safety switches and safety sensors each 
in a cost-effective manner. this makes 
technological and economical sense 
for machines and systems with a vari-
ety of doors, protective flaps, covers, 
emergency stop pushbuttons and non-
contact, protected machine openings 
which all require monitoring. Cascading 
via Flexi loop is incredibly cost-effective: 
just one safe switch input is needed for 
the entire loop. 

Flexi loop makes series connections 
safer: in cases where conventional wiring 
is used, the series connection “masks” 
consequential errors and can therefore 
stop various problems from being iden-
tified. Flexi loop prevents this, however, 
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more information:
www.sick.com/flexisoft

: FOCUS SAFETY AND SECURITYSafety controllers 

Flexi loop is open to the safety-capable switches and sensors of all manufac-
turers. the easiest way, however, – via plug-and-play – is using the switches 
from SiCk: with m12 connectors and the suitable pin assignment, they are 
prepared from the start for Flexi loop.

Safety switches with separate actuator, safety locking devices, magnetic safety 
switches, inductive safety switches, transponder safety switches, emergency 
stop pushbuttons, rope pull switches 

Safety switches from SiCk: ready to plug and play

by monitoring each individual sensor. 
and while conventional wiring results in 
the safety performance level dropping to 
pl d or pl c when multiple sensors are 
being used, Flexi loop switch and sen-
sor cascading meets the requirements of 
pl e in every single case, assuming that 
suitable devices are being used.

Flexi Soft drive monitor:  
flexible and powerful drive monitoring
the Flexi Soft drive monitor rounds off 
the extensive range of safety solutions 
from SiCk: as an expansion module for 
the Flexi Soft modular safety controller, 
now even drives without integrated 
safety functions can be used. 

the Flexi Soft drive monitor also 
manages safety functions for drives in 
fixed machines as well as mobile appli-
cations. the SlS (Safe limited Speed), 
SSm (Safe Speed monitoring), and SOS 
(Safe Operating Stop) functions ensure 
safe drive monitoring. the main advan-
tage is that processes do not necessar-
ily need to be stopped, which makes it 
quicker to carry out maintenance and 
adjustments as the machine can be op-
erated at a reduced speed. 

in the case of machine tools, me-
chanical partitions such as covers or 
protective doors can be used to protect 
hazardous points. to ensure that tool or 
workpieces can be changed quickly and 

safely, the Flexi Soft drive monitor mod-
ule first brings the drive to a secure stop 
and prevents any possible restart. imme-
diately afterwards, it releases the open-
ing of the mechanical physical guard. 
this super-quick and safe operation 
considerably improves the machine's 

productivity and availability without 
delay.

in the event of an emergency, it is 
crucial that the machine stops right 
away: the SS1 and SS2 functions 
(safe stop) ensure that the machine is 
safely stopped in a controlled manner. 
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SICKinsight: mr. Görnemann, which 
committees and working groups are you 
currently actively working with?

Otto Görnemann: we are working in 
national and international standards 
groups for safety principles (e.g., safety 
distances, risk assessment), applications 
for protective devices (e.g., electro-
sensitive protective devices), functional 
safety (safety of controllers), industrial 
and non-industrial robotics (e.g., classic 
industrial robots, collaborative robot 
systems, service robots), machine tools 
(e.g., presses), and packaging machines. 
i'm also a member of the “machines” 
section of the international Social 
Security association. One of their aims is 
to spread knowledge regarding machine 
safety and its applications, especially 
in newly industrialized countries and 
developing countries.

SICKinsight: who are the members of 
such types of working groups? who is 
represented in these working groups?

Otto Görnemann: the classic working 
groups, which develop safety standards, 
are made up of representatives from in-
terested groups. these are authorities or 
research institutes, machine and prod-
uct manufacturers or their associations, 
and occupational health and safety orga-
nizations. 

SICKinsight: how are the requirements 
of machine manufacturers taken into 
account?

Otto Görnemann: as one of the main driv-
ing forces in the German economy, the 
machine building industry must consider 
technical and economical feasibility. Oc-

varied. Redacting a draft standard or 
processing comments can take several 
days alone. the effort, in particular when 
it comes to international standards, is 
not just important for us as a company, 
but also for our customers. to operate 
successfully on the global technical 
market, you need to have a firm grasp of 
the technical “rules of the game”. this is 
another area in which we are able to 
make a difference for our customers.

SICKinsight: how does SiCk inform its 
customers about the latest develop-
ments?

Otto Görnemann: the German insti-
tute for Standardization (din) provides 
regular updates via its din announce-
ments (din-mitteilungen) and the din 
Gazette of technical Rules (din-anzeiger 
für technische Regeln). interested par-
ties can view and comment on the lat-
est draft standards on the relevant din 
web pages. a lot of information from the 
iSO, ieC, Cen, and CeneleC standards 
organizations is also publicly accessible. 
SiCk regularly provides updates on the 
status of standards at customer events, 

StandaRdS expeRtiSe FROm SiCk

SaFely thROUGh StandaRdS  
and ReGUlatiOnS

SiCk is represented on numerous na-
tional and international standards 
committees. SiCkinsight spoke to Otto 
Görnemann, manager machine Safety 
& Regulations at SiCk about current 
trends.

cupational health and safety authorities 
and representatives are focused on the 
social demands for product safety and 
a safe working environment. as prod-
uct manufacturers, we have to take all 
of these aspects into account and find 
a balance. each interested party brings 
their own requirements to the table, 
however standards are always the result 
of a consensus. in Germany, machine 
building has been represented extremely 
well for a number of years by the vdma. 
however, it would be better if there was 
increased collaboration from machine 
manufacturers in some industries. Un-
fortunately, it seems to me that some are 
more focused on short-term aims than 
securing future business. Standardiza-
tion is one of the pillars which supports 
machine building.

SICKinsight: how much time and effort 
does SiCk invest in standardization 
work?

Otto Görnemann: SiCk invests a great 
deal of time and effort in standardization 
work. i can't put a precise figure on 
it as standardization work is highly 
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: FOCUS SAFETY AND SECURITYSafety standards

e.g., at the SiCk safety days. Our custom-
er magazine, SiCkinsight, also features 
regular articles on safety standards and 
their usage. in addition, our “Six steps to 
a safe machine” guidelines contain addi-
tional and more in-depth information re-
garding standards and their application.

SICKinsight: what are you currently 
working on? 

Otto Görnemann: Our main priority at the 
moment is to support our customers as 
they adapt to the new en iSO 14119. 
the most common protective devices 
in machine building are interlocking 
devices used in connection with physical 
guards. the new standard doesn't 
represent a technological revolution, but 
it does require careful consideration due 
to the number of changes and additions. 

SICKinsight: what is new in this standard 
and what has changed?

Otto Görnemann: First, it is important 
to note that as an iSO document 
the new standard will be more 
widely recognized than the purely 

european standard en 1088. the new 
standard contains specific requirements 
for selecting and using interlocking 
devices. it takes into account improved, 
modern technologies such as non-
contact position detection, RFid and 
electromagnetic guard locking. the 
bypassing of interlocking devices 
is systematically evaluated and the 
standard stipulates requirements to 
prevent this. it also defines requirements 
for correct incorporation into the 
controller and the evaluation of fault 
masking.

SICKinsight: what exactly is fault 
masking?

Otto Görnemann: when electro-mechan-
ical safety switches or reed position 
switches are connected in series to a 
single safety module, it is possible for a 
fault detected by a safety module to be 
overwritten by the foreseeable actua-
tion of another switch. this phenomenon 
reduces fault detection for the position 
switch in question and the reliability of 
the entire safety function.

SICKinsight: what effect do the changes 
in this standard have on machine 
manufacturers?

Otto Görnemann: as mentioned, the 
changes are not revolutionary. the new 
standard enables machine manufac-
turers to use existing technologies in a  
flexible manner, however it demands 
careful selection and design and a bit 
more effort in preventing foreseeable 
manipulation and integration in the  
controller (functional safety). 

SICKinsight: what is the best way to deal 
with these changes?

Otto Görnemann: not all existing solu-
tions will need to be revised, however i 
would advise machine manufacturers to 
have these carefully inspected and ad-
justed accordingly. hardly any of the new 
requirements are absolutely new in terms 
of technology, they are simply laid down 
for the first time in a standard. product 
manufacturers such as SiCk have been 
taking these requirements into account 
for years, for example, through the use 
of RFid technology in t4000 transpon-
der safety switches. to address the 
well-known problem of fault masking in 
series connections, SiCk developed the 
Flexi loop safe sensor cascade, which 

completely prevents fault masking, 
among other things. Flexi loop can also 
be retrofitted in existing control concepts 
and systems.

SICKinsight: what important changes 
can we expect to see in the near future?

Otto Görnemann: in the case of 
standards which deal with basic safety 
requirements (a and b type standards), 
there will be hardly any changes. these 
requirements and the described safety 
solutions can generally be regarded as 
consolidated state-of-the-art. work is 
currently being carried out to combine 
the control standards iSO 13849 and 
ieC 62061, however we should not 
expect to see any specific results before 
2016. Future work on safety standards 
will focus on three key areas:

1 Standards for determining bio-
mechanical parameters such as 

load limits (pain and injury thresholds),  
features of children, young people and 
the elderly.

2 Standards for the application of 
new technologies in safety tech-

nology (camera-based systems, feature 
recognition).

3 Standards for machines in pub-
lic spaces, such as service or as-

sistance robots, all types of automated 
guided vehicles.

as you can see, safety technology 
must keep up with the development 
and application of technology and the 
work on these standards helps to pave 
the way. the task ahead of us becomes 
more and more interesting.

SICKinsight: thank you, mr. Görnemann.

more information:
www.sick-safetyplus.com



economical
Standardized M12 
connection

Quick mounting
FlexFix bracket can be 
rotated +/–15° 

time-saving
Automatic measurement 
of the scanning range up 
to 10 m 

Ready to use in  
no time 
LED indicators

enclosure ratings 
ip 65 and ip 67 
For use in harsh 
environments 
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>> the revised ieC 61496-1 product 
standard has “learned” from the past. 
One key change concerns the relation-
ship of performance levels (pl) and the 
safety integrity level (Sil) to a suitable 
protective device type. with the intro-
duction of pl/Sil, there was no longer 
a 1:1 established relationship between 
the type and category. this change led 
to uncertainty for some users in machine 
and systems building. to avoid this un-
certainty with regard to safety issues, 
a clear and internationally recognized 
relationship between the type, pl and 
Sil has been defined for the protection 
of personnel in the area of electro-sen-
sitive protective devices. in addition to 
the hardware architecture, systematic 
properties were taken into account, such 
as environmental influences and detec-
tion capabilities. as of the publication 
of the revised version of ieC 61496-1 
as edition 3, this standard represents 
the state-of-the-art: marking the end of 

the often criticized gray area when us-
ing type 2 safety light curtains in pl d 
or Sil2 applications. type 2 safety light 
curtains are permitted for the protection 
of machines up to performance level c/
Sil1. 

Should a risk assessment reveal that 
safety level pl d/Sil2 is required, then 
the latest technology has been available 
for almost a year. the revised version 
of ieC 61496-1 helps you to select an 
electro-sensitive protective device with 
ease and it also precisely states that for 
applications according to pl d/Sil2, only 
type 4 safety light curtains and thereby 
the next highest protection category can 
be employed. alternatively, other than 
scanners, safety camera systems are the 
only optical protective devices available 
on the market which correspond exactly 
to the Sil2/pl d safety level.

detec2 Core: when the core objective is 
safety and easy handling
the detec2 Core brings pure safety for 
the machine and operator to reality – 
with the ultimate in simplicity for the 
integrator and machine operator: exter-
nally, the detec2 Core boasts a rugged, 
distinct design. the 4-pin connection 
technology enables rapid cabling or con-
nection to bus systems, such as Flexi 
loop from SiCk. with ip 65 and ip 67 
enclosure ratings and an operating tem-
perature range of –30°C to +55°C, the 
safety light curtain is also ideal for use in 
challenging environments. 

during the development of the 
new detec safety light curtains, SiCk's 
priority was to ensure that they could be 
quickly and easily mounted. the scope 
of delivery includes a QuickFix bracket, 
which allows you to quickly and securely 
mount the light curtain on the machine 
frame. if you need to align the detec2 
Core, optional, tried and tested FlexFix 
alignment brackets are available. led 
indicators aid alignment. the intelligently 
designed cable outlet, which makes the 
usual male connector at the end of the 

pORtFOliO extended tO inClUde new pl and Sil ReQUiRementS

an eFFiCient SOlUtiOn  
FOR eveRythinG
the detec2 Core safety light curtain from SiCk represents yet another feat in the new 
detec device generation. after launching the detec4 Core, which is certified for pl e 
or Sil3, last year, the sensor manufacturer is now offering a type 2 device with pl c 
or Sil1. the detec2 Core boasts state-of-the-art technology and accommodates the 
changes to product standard ieC 61496-1.



no blind zones 
High-resolution 
protective field up 
to the end of the 
housing
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: FOCUS SAFETY AND SECURITYSafety light curtains

machine panel – the sensor opens up 
new solutions: an industrial reflector 
strip is attached on the opposite side 
of the installation location. the camera 
system detects the entire length and 
width of the reflector strip and aligns 
the monitoring field accordingly. the 
integrated led indicator helps the user 
to see and remedy errors on the sensor 
and reflector strip.
 
efficient safety at all levels
with the development of the new 
detec2 Core safety light curtain, SiCk 
has adapted its product portfolio in the 
field of safety in line with the revised 
standard: first, it combines pure safety 
with the ultimate in simplicity when it 
comes to selection, mounting, integra-
tion, commissioning, operation, and 
maintenance. Secondly, along with the 
detec4 Core, the minitwin2 and the 
minitwin4 as well as the v300 safety 
camera system and other single and 
multiple light beam safety devices, it pro-
vides efficient safety at all safety levels.

more information:
www.sick.com/products

V300: barrier-free corner workplace for 
flexible workplace design up to PL d

miniTwin: suitable for a range of protective 
field shapes and easy integration

detec2 Core: secured to a riveting machine 
with PL c requirements

profile housing redundant, provides you 
with a blind-zone free protective field for 
any resolution.

detec2 Core and minitwin2
according to risk assessment, machines 
that pose a low risk of injury or are 

accessed infrequently by the user are 
typical pl c/Sil1 applications. examples 
can be found in assembly workstations, 
loading devices with rotating tables or 
movable panels, test devices, riveting 
and gluing machines. depending on 
the requirements, both the detec2 Core 
and the minitwin2 safety light curtains 
are suitable in principle. harsher 
conditions, which need a more rugged 
solution, paired with greater scanning 
ranges and protective field dimensions 
between 300 mm and 2,100 mm, call 
for detec2. the minitwin2 really comes 
into its own on smaller machines with 
protective fields between 120 mm and 
1,200 mm. this means that design-
based integration or cascading of several 
systems for U and l-shaped monitoring 
surfaces is possible. the minitwin 
consists of a sender and receiver in a 
single unit which is a plus when it comes 
to storage and service. 

v300 safety camera system 
the compact, triangular design of the 
v300, which combines both a sender 
and receiver in a single housing, enables 
one-sided mounting in or on the corner 
of the frame of a workstation. as it can 
be installed in any location – within the 
machine or protected directly behind a 



UniQUe, wide-RanGinG expeRtiSe

SeRviCeS FOR maChineS 
and SyStemS
the sophisticated and versatile lifetime Services perfectly complement 
the comprehensive product range from SiCk. Services range from product-
independent consulting to traditional product services. the unique, 
wide-ranging solution expertise from SiCk sets it apart from the rest 
with comprehensive industry knowledge and over six years of practical 
experience. 

>> SiCk offers a range of services under 
the name of SiCk lifetime Services. 
the services in detail:

Consulting and design takes place right 
at the start - for efficient and cost-saving 
solutions which comply with current legal 
requirements and regulations.

Product and system support ensures 
that your machinery and system will 
always be ready for operation. 

Verification and optimization. System 
operators are responsible for conduct-
ing their operations safely and produc-
tively. Complying with legal requirements 

and ensuring the safety of 
people and the environ-
ment are essential. the 
service includes a plant 
walk-through by independent 
experts. the result: an evalu-
ation of the current safety level 
and recommendations on how to 
bring systems up to the latest safety 
level. 

Modernization and retrofitting
ensure machine availability thanks to 
quick and easy integration of new tech-
nologies. Operators benefit from a long-
er system service life with increased ef-
ficiency.

Training and education expand employ-
ee knowledge. Our wide range of semi-
nars and training courses offer valuable, 
targeted information about a variety of 
tasks. 

SiCk Remote Services:  
efficient support through web-based 
remote maintenance 
travel costs, set-up expenses, and de-
lays are replaced by quick, qualified, and 
comprehensive expert support - this was 
the idea that led to the creation of SiCk 
Remote Services to keep commissioning 
and maintenance costs to a minimum.  
it is available to customers in factory,  
logistics, and process automation and in-
tegrates aspects of system maintenance 
in the field of modern and future-proof 
communication technologies.

with Remote Services, SiCk pro-
vides online expert support during  
commissioning and during the op-
eration of sensors and systems. this  
includes preventative maintenance, 
fault diagnosis, and consistent sys-
tem documentation. to meet the var-
ied needs of customers, SiCk Remote  
Services is available in three tiered and 
individually extendable range of services.
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>> Unfortunately, even today the pro-
tection of personnel is all too often 
regarded as a necessary evil and only 
integrated into the finished machine ret-
rospectively. yet, the later the pro tective 
measures are implemented (particularly 
design-related ones), the greater the 
amount of time and money involved. 
moreover, people tend to underestimate 
the extent to which optimum integration 
of technical protective measures is re-
sponsible for determining machine/sys-
tem productivity and user-friendliness. 
that is why safety-related assessments 
that focus both on how the machinery is 

VERIFIED SAFETY

®

by

SiCk safety service solutions provide manufacturers, distributors, and operating 
companies with a means of ensuring that their machines and systems are thoroughly 
assessed and equipped from the point of view of safety throughout the entire life 
cycle. the veRiFied SaFety seal of quality bears testament to the high caliber of the 
consulting and engineering services that SiCk provides en route to creating machinery 
that demonstrates Ce conformity.

Safety without ifs and buts – thanks to this 
principle, the comprehensive safety service 
solutions from SICK are a valuable aid for 
everyone who is responsible for machine 
safety.

Six steps to a safe machine: with Safety Services from SiCk 

used and on identifying and evaluating 
hazards must come into play at an early 
point of the design process.

the veRiFied SaFety seal: quality 
assurance for SiCk service solutions
when it comes to implementing safety 
measures at machinery design level, 
SiCk can provide support through its 
consulting and engineering services. 
with its veRiFied SaFety seal of 
quality, SiCk provides an assurance 
that the services concerned have been 
performed and verified by certified staff 
in line with defined processes. it bears 

testament to the specialist knowledge 
and internationally applicable process 
standards that are in place at SiCk. 
all documentation, which is stored in 
a database, can be traced and easily 
retrieved at any time. 

SiCk safety services reduce throughput 
times, minimize liability risks, and 
increase competitive capacity – thereby 
ensuring that the machinery directive 
(and other relevant directives and 
standards) can be implemented cost-
effectively and efficiently.
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evalUatinG and eQUippinG maChineS and  
SyStemS FOR SaFety

SaFety RiGht FROm the StaRt

with Safexpert®, SiCk is able to offer a structured approach for dealing with the 
entire process. designers and managers alike will appreciate the systematic 
processes of this tÜv-certified software, as they guide users through all the 
phases of Ce marking – from risk assessment to the management of standards 
and documents. during each individual project it is always the latest version 
of the standard that is taken into account. as a result, repeat projects will still 
conform, as they are automatically checked to identify any changes that may 
have been introduced.

this impressed the hOmaG Group. the company produces high-tech machines 
and systems for wood processing. Safexpert® provides them with standard-
compliant risk assessment, from modules through to complete systems.

Safexpert® for structured handling of the Ce process

more information:
www.sick.com/services

Building, conversion, and linking of machines and systems (Oem, operator) Operation (operator)
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processes that are optimized for maxi-
mum efficiency need to be protected 
against interruptions. Container termi-
nals, which work around the clock, 365 
days a year, have particularly high avail-
ability requirements. Collisions involv-
ing the booms of ship-to-shore cranes 
and ships pose the greatest risk. this 
type of incident is responsible for 31% 
of the costs in StS crane insurance 
claims, representing the single highest 
cost factor. Collisions between cranes 
or between cranes and other equipment 
occur almost as often. in addition to the 
immediate damage, including damage to 
customers‘ property such as the ship or 
its cargo, such collisions can also lead 
to prolonged downtime for cranes and 
other port equipment.

dp world: excellence in container 
handling in marine terminals
in order to provide interruption-free op-
eration at all times and to continue to 

improve its high level of service quality 
and competitive ability, dp world, one 
of the world's leading container han-
dling companies, has opted to use anti-
collision systems from SiCk in the ex-
pansion of its Jebel ali facility in dubai.  
Jebel ali is a high-tech facility with state-
of-the-art handling systems. terminal 3 
is designed for the latest generation of 
mega ships and will begin operation in 
2014.

the gantry cranes in terminals 1 and 
2 are already equipped with SiCk tech-
nology. all 69 cranes in the new termi-
nal will use the new aOS anti-collision 
system from SiCk to prevent collisions 
between booms and ships as well as 
between cranes themselves. in order to 
maximize system efficiency, the Jebel ali 
facility will also use lmS511 2d laser 
scanners for vehicle positioning and 
pOmUx kh53 linear encoders for auto-
mated, high-precision positioning of the 
traveling cranes. 

SiCk as global expert partner
Outstanding technology was not the only 
reason why dp world opted for SiCk. 
as a global, established sensor expert 
with decades of internationally proven 
process and solution expertise coupled 
with extensive industry knowledge, SiCk 
has the skills to offer more than individ-
ual sensors, they also provide complete 
packages with practically all sensor tech-
nologies. with subsidiaries in a range of 
countries, they are also able to provide 
competent support throughout the entire 
life cycle. experts from SiCk in dubai, 
Sweden, China, and Germany success-
fully liaised with dp world, the system 
integrator from Sweden, and system 
suppliers from China and abu dhabi on 
this project – a perfect example of global 
cooperation.

today's production and logistics processes are designed not only for optimum 
efficiency but also with the safety of personnel, systems, and equipment in mind. 
damage due to collisions results in high repair costs, administrative insurance 
expenses, and expensive downtimes. Container loading at ports and the extraction of 
valuable raw materials in modern open cast mining are completely different activities, 
yet the risk of collision is high in both environments with serious consequences for 
people and machines. Sensors from SiCk offer safe solutions for these challenging 
applications.

pORt SaFety 
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driver assistance systems from SiCk for 
safer mining. the dumpers used for ex-
cavating bauxite for the manufacture of 
aluminum weigh up to 570 tons. thanks 
to solutions from SiCk, these colossal 
vehicles travel with optimum precision. 

the requirements for assistance 
systems used in mining are particularly 
stringent, as they have to be able to cope 
with the harsh environment and tough 
working conditions. high system through-
put, reliability, and a very low false alarm 
rate are also expected. too many false 
alarms and the driver will quickly start 
to ignore them, rendering the investment 
pointless. in terms of the human-ma-
chine relationship, the driver represents 
the weakest link; even in mining, tired-
ness and distractions make people the 
number one cause of accidents. 

mineSiC100 tpS: ideal for use in open 
cast mining applications
the mineSiC100 tpS (truck protection 
System) is a warning system for collision 
prevention and lane monitoring. it was 
designed for all types and sizes of dump-
ers. the largest of these is over 15 me-
ters long, almost 10 meters wide and 
weighs 570 tons when loaded. this cor-
responds to a weight of around 330 me-
dium-sized vehicles. at this kind of size, 
it is practically impossible for the driver 
to maintain an overview of all areas of 
the vehicle in all driving scenarios. this 
is where the tpS system comes into play. 
it monitors the two critical areas in front 
of and behind the truck and warns the 
driver as necessary.

it also determines the position of the 
truck on the road. if the truck veers too 

more information:
www.mysick.com/applications

close to the edge of the road or uninten-
tionally infringes upon the opposite lane, 
the driver is warned. if the driver inten-
tionally leaves the road, to make a turn 
or dodge an obstacle, the system rec-
ognizes this and does not emit a (false) 
warning. 

the heart of the system is a five inch 
touchscreen with integrated computer – 
similar to modern navigation systems. 
all the sensor data is routed here where 
it is processed by the tpS application 
software. if a critical situation is detect-
ed, it alerts the driver visually, according 
to the situation in question. an audible 
alarm also helps to attract the driver's 
attention.

dRiveR aSSiStanCe SyStemS FROm SiCk inCReaSe mininG SaFety
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Good advice right from the start: 
planners and operators must get to 
grips with explosion protection before 
establishing new systems or convert-
ing them. people and systems must 
never be placed at risk. Companies also 
need to provide evidence that explosion 
protection meas ures have been taken 
and the relevant standards have been 
observed – including in process gas 
measurement. in addition to standard-
compliant globally appliicable products 
and solutions for use in potentially explo-
sive areas, SiCk's certified experts also 
offer advice and expertise. 

 

 

pRimaRy 
explOSiOn 
pROteCtiOn

SeCOndaRy  
explOSiOn 

pROteCtiOn

SOURCe OF iGnitiOn

Flammable SUbStanCe

OxyGen

>> Regulations and standards for the 
prevention of explosions differ world-
wide. the approval process for equip-
ment certification permitting use in 
hazardous areas varies according to the 
region. to meet the requirements of its 
international clients, SiCk continues to 

develop and certify solutions according 
to international standards.

a wide product portfolio for applications 
in potentially explosive areas
a general distinction is made between 
primary and secondary explosion pro-
tection. primary explosion protection 
includes measures for monitoring the 
concentration of oxygen or combustible 
substances (approximately 80% of all 

industrial dust is explosive). the aim is 
to prevent the formation of a potentially 
explosive atmosphere. Secondary ex-
plosion protection involves measures 
targeted at preventing sources of igni-
tion inside or on a device. SiCk offers 
certified solutions for the main types of 
ignition protection: protection provided 
by housing, pressure-resistant casing, in-
trinsic safety, increased safety, and pres-
surized apparatus.

explOSiOn pROteCtiOn 

SOlUtiOnS FOR pOtentially 
explOSive aReaS
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taSk zOne CateGORy SOlUtiOn FROm SiCk iGnitiOn pROteCtiOn type

deteCtinG, 
pROteCtinG

1, 2 2G w24-2 ex photoelectric sensors intrinsic safety 

2, 22 3G, 3d w18-4 ex and w27-3 ex photoelectric sensors protection by enclosure

1, 2 2G WLL24 Ex fiber-optic sensor intrinsic safety, optical beam

2, 22 3G, 3d mzt6 atex magnetic cylinder sensor non-sparking equipment

0, 1 1G, 2G im inductive proximity sensors intrinsic safety

1 2G mm magnetic proximity sensors intrinsic safety

0, 1, 1/2, 
20, 21

1G,1/2G, 
2G, 1d, 2d 

lFv300, lbv300, and lbv301 level sensors protection by enclosure, intrinsic safety,  
pressure-resistant casing

2, 22 3G, 3d C4000 atex ii 3G/3d safety light curtain non-sparking equipment, optical beam

mOnitORinG 
and 
inSpeCtinG

1 EuroFID3010 total hydrocarbon analyzer (certified as 
a gas warning device according to en 50271:2010)

with industrial housing: pressurized enclosure for zone 1

1, 2 2G, 3G GmS815p modular gas analyzer pressurized enclosure, restricted-breathing enclosure

1 2G GmS820p modular gas analyzer pressure-resistant casing

1, 2 2G, 3G mCS300p ex process gas analyzer pressurized enclosure, increased safety

1, 2 2G, 3G Gm32 ex in-situ Uv gas analyzer pressurized enclosure, intrinsic safety

0, 1, 2, 21 1/2G, 2d tRanSiC151lp and tRanSiC121lp (Fm) laser oxygen 
transmitters

intrinsic safety, increased safety,  
protection by enclosure, non-incendive (Fm)

1, 2 or 22 2G, 3d Fw101 ex and Fw300 ex dust measuring devices pressure-resistant casing or protection by enclosure 

meaSURinG  
(FlOw)

1 2G FlOwSiC500 gas flow meter intrinsic safety “ia”

0/1 1/2G FLOWSIC100 Flare mass flow measuring devices
FLOWSIC300 and FLOWSIC600 gas flow meters

Flameproof enclosure “d”, [intrinsic safety]
Flameproof enclosure, increased safety “de”,  
[intrinsic safety] 

2 3G FLOWSIC100 Process mass flow measuring devices non-sparking “na”

0 Ga, ma FLOWSIC60 flow velocity measuring device intrinsic safety “ia”

aCCeSSORieS EN2-2Ex NAMUR switching amplifiersal
l d
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more information:
www.mysick.com/applications

during coil coating, metal coils are con-
tinually coated in substances dissolved 
in solvents and then dried in continuous 
furnaces. the hot air, which contains sol-
vents, is extracted from the furnace as 
waste gas. according to the european 
standard, en 1539, the level of combus-
tible substances in the gas atmosphere 
of the drier must be continually moni-
tored. to do this, the lower explosion lim-
it (lel) in the furnace atmosphere must 
be continually monitored using suitable 
gas warning devices with short response 
times. 

Several euroFid3010 total hydrocar-
bon analyzers from SiCk are installed 
in each drying furnace by directly flange 

mounting them to the furnace wall. the 
total concentration of combustible sub-
stances is output to the control system 
where it is registered. if a defined limit, 
which is specific to the application in 
question, is reached (e.g. 20% lel), a 
pre-warning is triggered, which indicates 
excessive solvent input and enables an 
appropriate response. if an even higher 
value is reached (e.g., 25% lel), the 
main alarm is triggered, which auto-
matically results in dilution of the solvent 
loaded air or system shutdown. every de-
vice contains this safety switch, which is 
independently switched, so that system 
monitoring can be carried out in several 
places simultaneously. 
 

One of the leading automobile suppliers 
in turkey, assan hanil, has opted to use 
the C4000 Fusion safety light curtain 
with atex marking ii 3G/3d for the pro-
tection of personnel in the paint shop's 

the requirement: safe differentiation 
between people and materials with just 
one sensor
the front and rear bumpers are given 
their final form and completed in four 
different areas of the paint shop, and all 
of these are potentially explosive areas. 
Four robots are involved in the produc-
tion process to transport the different 
size bumpers in the input and output 
areas. if a person enters this hazard-
ous area, the robots must cease opera-
tion immediately. assan hanil turned to 
SiCk in their search for a safety solution 
which meets these requirements. it is 
essential that the solution can differen-
tiate between people and material. the 
automatic transport of the bumpers in 
and out of the hazardous area must not 
be negatively affected. System perfor-
mance and process efficiency must not 
be impaired in this area. at the same 
time, maximum availability and safety 
must be ensured. as there is a risk of ex-
plosion, atex marking is required for the 
sensor (according to en 954-1).

C4000 Fusion meets all needs 
the unique construction of the C4000 
Fusion convinced assan hanil to use the 
safety light curtain from SiCk. the safety 
light curtain, which is mounted horizon-
tally at the entrance and exit of the paint 
shop is not only able to reliably distin-
guish between people and machines, 
but it is also able to identify the different 

types of bumper, without needing to ac-
cess the program. if a standard muting 
system was used, the different bumper 
sizes would have led to a system failure. 
and this is exactly where the strengths 
of the C4000 Fusion come into play: the 
C4000 Fusion focuses on the width of 
the transport arm and the distance be-
tween the arms, which allows it to dif-
ferentiate between people and incoming 
bumpers without any additional sensors. 

On the safe side  
thanks to atex certification
this application fulfills not only the basic 
safety requirement, it also ensures sys-
tem efficiency and safety at the highest 
level. the intelligently designed mount-
ing devices allow assan hanil to quickly 
complete the necessary mounting steps, 
thus saving both time and money. the 
safety light curtain also has a high detec-
tion tolerance for interference objects. 

another crucial feature is the atex 
marking ii 3G/3d of the C4000 Fusion, 
type 4 as well as certification accord-
ing to ieC 61496 and Sil 3 according to 
ieC 61508. this means that user is also 
on the safe side when it comes to legal  
requirements.hazardous area. assan hanil, a kibar 

holding company, was founded in 1996. 
the company produces passenger and 
driver seats, door panels, front and rear 
bumpers, and many other automotive 
accessories at its 30,000 m2 factory with 
a team of over 500 people.

mOnitORinG dRyinG FURnaCeS FOR COil COatinG 

aCCeSS pROteCtiOn in the paint ShOp 
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>> to maintain clean air, harmful emis-
sions such as waste gases or dusts 
must be qualitatively and quantitatively 
recorded and kept to an absolute mini-
mum. this can be realized with proactive 
planning of industrial plants as well as 
modern waste gas cleaning processes. 

Continuous measuring devices and 
systems precisely monitor the emissions 
and thereby determine the emissions’ 
performance of industrial systems. SiCk 
has developed an extensive product 

range in this area for creating forward-
thinking solutions using tried and true 
measurement principles and innovative 
measurement technology. as the only 
provider of in-situ measurement tech-
nology and solutions for extractive gas 
analysis, SiCk can help customers adapt 
to the most varied of conditions.

in-situ: direct in-process measurement
innovative in-situ measurement technol-
ogy is suitable for direct installation in 

emiSSiOn mOnitORinG

SaFe, 
Clean, and 
SUStainable

Some of the biggest challenges facing the global community today concern effective 
climate protection measures and the prevention of environmental pollution. there are 
numerous laws and regulations worldwide regarding technology and the operation 
of industrial systems, which aim to protect our air, water and ground from harmful 
emissions. Reliable measuring and evaluation systems are essential in significantly 
reducing our environmental impact and ensuring that applicable regulations are 
observed throughout the world.

devices at the respective measurement 
site, e.g. on the chimney. the analyzers 
measure “in-situ”, that is directly in the 
process under actual operating condi-
tions. they are primarily characterized 
by their minimal maintenance require-
ments and extremely short response 
times. SiCk's in-situ analyzers are 
available in two different versions. the 
cross-duct devices supply representative 
meas urement results across the entire 
channel cross section, while measuring 
probe devices are only fitted to one side 
of the stack. One example is the Gm32 
gas analyzer, which has a long track re-
cord both in emissions monitoring as 
well as in process control applications. 
this rugged all-rounder is also available 
as an ex version for gas temperatures of 
up to 650°C. the analyzer is mainly used 
in power plants, cement works, in the 
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The GM32 in-situ gas analyzer is an  
all-rounder for efficient measurement of 
emissions and process gases.

kraft pulp industry, as well as for meas-
urement tasks in the oil and natural gas 
industry, and for emission monitoring 
downstream of sulfur recovery units or 
fluid catalytic cracker units.

even the emission of dust par-
ticles results in air pollution. with its 
dUSthUnteR t product family, SiCk of-
fers reliable technology for high-precision 
dust measurement. the measurement 
principle of laser-based light scattering 
allows even very small dust concentra-
tions to be measured. the compensa-
tion of background radiation and ambi-
ent light, automatic testing of zero and 
reference points, as well as a soiling 
check mean the system delivers stable 
and reproducible measurement results. 
measurement tasks in hot or aggressive 
measurement media, for example, are 
no problem for the dUSthUnteR.

: FOCUS SAFETY AND SECURITYemission monitoring
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extractive measurement for  
varied measuring tasks
in contrast to on-site measurement, ex-
tractive gas analyzers remove part of the 
gas to be measured from the gas chan-
nel, prepare it and guide it to the analyzer 
module. everything is optimally designed 
for the most varied measurement tasks: 
from gas sampling via selected sensors 
and optimized gas conditioning, through 
to the selection of numerous extractive 
gas analyzers and systems.

with the GmS800, SiCk offers an 
innovative product family of extrac-
tive gas analyzers which can measure 
more than 60 different gas compounds. 
the GmS800 is characterized by its mod-
ular design: up to six analyzing modules, 
one gas module, i/O modules and an 
operating unit. Standardized 19" hous-
ing as well as system enclosures opti-
mized for installation in cabinets can be 
used for economic system integration. 
wall mounting enclosures with atex ap-
proval for ex zones can be used in harsh 
industrial environments. equipped with 
modern software, the GmS800 provides 
all the required interfaces needed for 
remote monitoring via networks through 
to the connection to a process control 
system.
Further proof of SiCk's technologi-
cal expertise in the area of emission 

meas urement comes in the form of pa-
tented direct hg measurement by the  
meRCem300z. atomic absorption spec-
troscopy using the zeeman effect en-
ables extremely precise measurement of 
mercury. in addition, the analyzer does 
not require any chemicals and is charac-
terized by its low maintenance require-
ments. this makes the meRCem300z 
the current benchmark for continuous 
mercury analysis of waste gases from in-
cineration plants and cement works.

monitoring wastewater systems
in industrial systems or chemical parks, 
organic substances can enter the sew-
age systems or surface water during fill-
ing processes, repairs, or breakdowns. 
to prevent this, wastewater must be reli-
ably inspected for contamination before 
it enters rivers or seas. legal regulations 
such as the German Federal water act or 
relevant eU directives govern the protec-
tion of watercourses. Operators of indus-
trial systems want to be sure that they 
are able to meet these conditions. 

GMS800 – a modular analyzer system – with flexible configuration options,  
tailor-made for practically any application.
MERCEM300Z – a mercury gas analyzer for forward-looking mercury measurement  
in waste gases.

the selection of a continuous emission measurement 
system (CemS) is not a simple process, after all decisions 
regarding significant investments and operating costs 
must be made. Unfortunately, there is no generally-
applicable rule that can be applied, as individual 
requirements relating to the respective industrial 
plant can have a major impact on the suitability and all 
important costs of the CemS technology under consideration.

the “Complete emission measurement technology from SiCk” brochure 
offers guidance. it also contains the “10 steps to a suitable emission 
measurement system” guidelines and provides valuable support to help 
you make the right decision.

the brochure and guidelines can be downloaded at: 
www.sick.com/emission

“10 steps to a suitable emission measurement system” guidelines
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6 8
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the international maritime Organization (imO) is enforcing new regulations for preventing emissions. Ships may only 
enter emission-controlled zones and ports without penalty if they have not exceeded the defined limit values for sulfur 
content. the rugged and reliable mCS100e maRSiC ship emission measuring device continually checks that the imO 
specifications are observed for SO2, CO2 and nOx. 

you can find more information at www.sick.com/maritime

On the safe side of limits

LFV300 vibrating level 
switch for liquids –  
flexible and rugged. 

the tOCOR700 extractive total carbon 
water analyzer from SiCk continually ex-
tracts small samples from the wastewa-
ter and inspects it for organic contami-
nants. Operators can thereby distinguish 
between wastewater that can be fed di-
rectly into watercourses and that which 
must undergo post-treatment. 

level monitoring when filling containers
SiCk's sensors are also used to monitor 
tanks and containers which are intend-
ed to prevent substances hazardous to 
waters from escaping and contaminat-
ing waters. the vibrating level switches 
from the lFv300 product family enable 
universal overfill protection. the lFv300 
detects the filling level with millimeter 
precision, even under difficult environ-
mental conditions and regardless of the 
tank or container material or the liquid 
used so that any necessary measures 
such as stopping operation or pumping 
out liquid can be initiated. the sensor is 
practically wear-free and does not need 
to be calibrated with the medium. it also 
possesses a certificate in accordance 
with the German Federal water act.

Service for all your system and  
measurement system requirements
analyzers and measurement systems 
supply monitoring and control-rele-
vant information and are a key ele-
ment when it comes to protecting the 
environment, people and systems.  
Optimally integrated and main-
tained, these devices and systems 
form an indispensable basis for pro-

tected processes and consistent 
product quality. they are perfectly 
complemented by SiCk’s lifetime  
Services. From the outset and over many 
years, SiCk offers suitable services for 
all aspects of your measurement sys-
tems and systems: from planning and 
conception, commissioning and mainte-
nance during operation through to con-
versions and upgrades. 



PREVENTING TUNNEL DISASTERS OUT OF THE BLUE. Alois is a deep thinking engineer with ASFiNAG in Graz/Plabutsch, Austria. Alois wants to have a tunnel that never catches 
on fi re. His boss fi nds that quite ambitious. Alois fi nds and implements SICK LMS511 laser scanners and thermal imaging 
cameras within the VHD vehicle Hot Spot Detector. Now all heavy traffi c through the Karawanken tunnel is scanned for ther-
mal abnormalities – before it enters the Karawanken tunnel. And trucks with glowing brakes or really hot loads are red-light-
ed out of the blue. Alois fi nds this is a light at the end of a long tunnel, too. We think that’s intelligent. www.sick.com
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>> SiCk provides a diverse range of  
effective solutions for protecting build-
ings, property, and material assets.  
Sensors from SiCk are suitable for sta-
tionary, transportable, and mobile appli-
cations.

there are several aspects to this 
type of protection. So that security 
guards have enough time to respond to 
an alarm, the sensors protect buildings 
from unauthorized access by intruders 
from outside. this starts with perim-
eter protection, which means vertical or 
horizontal monitoring of fences, walls or 
open spaces in front of buildings. Sen-
sors from SiCk only record the shape 
of bodies rather than detailed images. 
the sensors will be able to tell that 
somebody is present within the moni-
tored area but not who it is.

intruders watch out
if an intruder has managed to get past a 
wall or fence, then the sensors turn their 
attention to the open areas. if the sen-
sors detect a person, they immediately 
trigger an alarm so that security guards 
can respond. Several alarm areas can be 
defined for each laser detector. even if 
several persons are able to infiltrate the 

monitored area from various points, this 
is still reliably detected. entrances and 
access paths can be excluded. so that 
disruptions to pedestrians or road traffic 

are prevented. at night, the sensors can 
switch to full monitoring of all areas. if a 
building needs to be directly monitored 
by sensors, then they cover the facade, 
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Reducing accidents at subway stops or train stations:  
people may accidentally fall onto the track. however it is also common for peo-
ple to intentionally walk across tracks as a dare or simply to vandalize. the pres-
ence of persons on the track must be promptly detected so that the train driver 
can be warned and given sufficient time to stop the train. 2d laser scanners 
used in conjunction with a safety controller and special evaluation logic indicate 
persons and even large objects which may pose a safety risk for the train. “Com-
mon” small objects, such as newspapers or drinks cans, are reliably ignored.

Measuring waste gas development and fire protection in tunnels and  
buildings:  
Only 5% of every 1000 fire alarms indicate an actual fire. Reliable sensors from 
SiCk reduce false alarms. this optimizes the total cost of ownership and staff 
deployment. visual range measuring devices are used for measuring the visual 
range, visibility or dust concentration in bulk goods storage facilities, or wooden 
pallet storage, for example. laser oxygen transmitters measure the oxygen in 
archives and computing centers to prevent the risk of fire and reduce the fire 
load. in car parks and food ripening rooms, they determine the CO or nO con-
tent and the oxygen content. to provide early fire detection in logistics centers 
(storage area) and prisons, aspirating smoke detectors are used for measuring 
CO and nO2. hot spot detectors detect vehicles that are overheating and divert 
them away from tunnels.

building safety and security also involves:

pROteCtinG aSSetS, manaGinG inFORmatiOn

bUildinG SaFety and SeCURity 
COmpletely UndeR COntROl
when public and industrial buildings or private houses need to be secured against 
intrusions, jailbreak, theft, vandalism or terrorism, structural measures or protection 
by security guards often has its limits. making additional use of electric or electronic 
protective devices is, therefore, a sensible idea.



>> according to the U.S. Customs au-
thority, the best way to protect against 
terrorism when importing goods into 
the United States is a secure, end-to-
end supply chain. the Customs-trade 
partnership against terrorism (C-tpat) 
stipulates a range of organizational and 
technical measures. by implementing 
these measures, those involved in the 
movement of goods can be certified as 
a “known Shipper” according to C-tpat 
or as an “authorized economic Operator” 
(aeO) in europe. the introduction of the 
aeO represents a key element of the eU 
safety concept. with the laC1xx prime, 
SiCk offers an access control system 
which ensures safe movement of goods.

this complete, ready to use solu-
tion, which consists of 2d laser scan-
ner, RFid, and integrated software was 
developed based on the objectives of 
the C-tpat as well as the requirements 
for obtaining the european aeO certifi-
cate. the sensors are capable of detect-

ing persons and vehicles in motion, i.e., 
while maintaining the material flow, and 
identifying them with the help of coded 
transponder cards. any unauthorized 
persons or items are reliably detected 
and prevented from accessing an area 
unnoticed. this helps logistics employ-
ees with their supervisory duties.

Can also be used to prevent theft
laC can also be used effectively out-
side the logistics environment to protect 
against theft, e.g., on large construction 
sites, where valuable materials are tem-
porarily stored.

lOGiStiCS aCCeSS COntROl (laC)  
FOR SeCURe mOvement OF GOOdS

CUStOmS-COmpliant aCCeSS 
COntROl SyStem

another interesting aspect of building safety and security is access control for logistics 
areas, where only people who are responsible for the secure movement of goods and 
possess corresponding authorization should be granted access. Solutions must not 
affect the material flow. the laC access control system is also an ideal choice for 
monitoring other areas susceptible to theft.

more information:
www.sick.com/products

roof, doors, gates, and windows. Cat bur-
glars don't stand a chance.

preventing theft and/or escape
if an intruder, vandal or prisoner tries 
to escape from a building, the monitor-
ing system also protects the building 
from the inside out. laser detectors thus 
protect paintings, sculptures or other 
valuable items in buildings, without ob-
structing exhibition visitors or cleaning 
personnel. Sensors can be used to pro-
tect entire walls with an optical curtain 
or just individual paintings or sculptures, 
for example. even vaults in banks can be 
protected in this manner. For example, 
a year ago thieves emptied 150 safe de-
posit boxes in a bank in berlin.
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more information:
www.sick.com/ 
building-automation

LAC1xx Prime ensures secure movement of goods
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